
These are the slides accompanying the book Artificial Intelligence and Games through 
the gameaibook.org website
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As a reminder: “Generate Content” is identified as one of the three major roles of AI 
in games in this book. 
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The focus of this slide deck is on the role of AI for generating content
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The overview of the slide-deck
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Simply put, PCG refers to methods for generating game content either autonomously 
or with only limited human input. 
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Game content is that which is contained in a game: levels, maps, game rules, 
textures, stories, items, quests, music, weapons, vehicles, characters, etc.
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[see introduction of Chapter 4 for more details]

Procedural content generation (PCG) is an area of game AI that has seen an explosive 
growth of interest. 

Games that incorporate some procedurally generated content have existed since the 
early 1980s. Some Examples:

• Dungeon crawler Rogue (1980) – level generation [top right]

• Space trading simulator Elite (1984) [top left image]

• .kkrieger is a FPS made entirely with 96 kb of memory [top right image]

• SpeeTree (bottom right): vegetation and tree generation software/dev tool

• Minecraft – pseudo-random level generation [top middle]

• Spelunky - level generation [bottom middle]

• Civilization – level generation [bottom left]  

• Borderlands – weapon generation [middle left]

Hundreds of commercial games feature PCG by now… e.g. according to pcg.wikidot
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[see introduction of Chapter 4 for more details]

Research interest in academia has really picked up within the second half of the last 
decade. 
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[see Section 4.1 for more details]
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[see Section 4.1 for more details]

The Figure illustrates a cost breakdown of an average AAA game and showcases the 
dominance of artwork and marketing in that process. Art, programming, and 
debugging constitute around 50% of the cost of an AAA game. Essentially, PCG can 
assist in the processes of art and content production, thus directly contributing to the 
reduction of around 40% of a game’s cost.
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[see Section 4.1 for more details]
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[see Section 4.1 for more details]

The challenges and key questions of PCG. Some questions have been addressed to a 
good degree by now; some questions generate more questions than answers 
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[see Section 4.2 for more details]

With the variety of content generation problems, methods and approaches that are 
available, it helps to have a structure that can highlight the differences and 
similarities between them. 
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[see Section 4.2 for more details]

The taxonomy consists of a number of dimensions, where an individual method or 
solution should usually be thought of as lying somewhere on a continuum between 
the ends of that dimension. Beyond the taxonomy for the content types and the 
properties of the PCG methods we provide an outline of the roles a PCG algorithm 
can take
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[see Section 4.2.1.1 for more details]

PCG can be used to generate necessary game content that is required for the 
completion of a level, or it can be used to generate optional content that can be 
discarded or exchanged for other content. 

The main distinguishing feature between necessary and optional content is that 
necessary content should always be correct while this condition does not hold for 
optional content. 
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[see Section 4.2.2.1 for more details]

PCG algorithms can be classified according to a number of properties such as their 
level of controllability, determinism and iterativity.

Determinism: amount of randomness in content generation. Stochasticity allows an 
algorithm to offer great variation, necessary for many PCG tasks, at the cost of 
controllability. While content diversity and expressivity are desired properties of 
generators, the effect of randomness on the final outcomes can only be observed and 
controlled after the fact. Completely deterministic PCG algorithms, on the other 
hand, can be seen as a form of data compression (e.g. .kkrieger)
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[see Section 4.2.2.2 for more details]

The generation of content can be controlled in different ways. The use of a random 
seed is one way to gain control over the generation space; another way is to use a set 
of parameters that control the content generation along a number of dimensions. 
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[see Section 4.2.2.3 for more details]

A final distinction may be made between algorithms that can be called constructive 
and those that can be described as generate-and-test. 
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• A constructive algorithm generates the content once, and is done with it; however, 
it needs to make sure that the content is correct or at least “good enough” as it is 
being constructed (e.g. fractals or cellular automata). 

• A generate-and-test (G&T) algorithm, instead, incorporates both a generate and a 
test mechanism. After a candidate content instance is generated, it is tested 
according to some criteria (e.g., is there a path between the entrance and exit of 
the dungeon). If the test fails, all or some of the candidate content is discarded and 
regenerated, and this process continues until the content is good enough. 

• A popular PCG framework that builds upon the generate-and-test paradigm is the 
search-based approach.
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For reference: these are the properties of traditional PCG Algorithms we meet 
primarily at the game industry; and in game AI academia to a lesser degree.
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[see Section 4.3 for more details]

There are many different algorithmic approaches to generating content for games. 
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While many of the PCG methods are commonly thought of as AI methods, others are 
drawn from graphics, theoretical computer science or even biology. The various 
methods differ also in what types of content they are suitable to generate. The slide 
lists a number of PCG methods that are consider important – let us look at them in 
more detail starting with cellular automata

N.B. This slide deck does not cover “noise and fractals” and “ad-hoc constructive 
methods” in detail. Details about such approaches can be found in section 4.3.
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[see Section 4.3.4 for more details]
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[see Section 4.3.4 for more details]
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[see Section 4.3.2 for more details]
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[see Section 4.3.3 for more details]
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[see Section 4.3.1 for more details]
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[see Section 4.3.1 for more details]

• The search-based approach to PCG has been intensively investigated in academic 
PCG research in recent years. 

• In search-based procedural content generation, an evolutionary algorithm or some 
other stochastic search or optimization algorithm is used to search for content 
with the desired qualities. 

• The basic metaphor is that of design as a search process: a good enough solution 
to the design problem exists within some space of solutions, and if we keep 
iterating and tweaking one or many possible solutions, keeping those changes 
which make the solution(s) better and discarding those that are harmful, we will 
eventually arrive at the desired solution.
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The first core component of the search-based approach is the search algorithm per 
se. This is the “engine” of a search-based method. Often relatively simple 
evolutionary algorithms work well enough, however sometimes there are substantial 
benefits to using more sophisticated algorithms that take e.g., constraints into 
account, or that are specialized for a particular content representation.
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The second core component of the search-based approach is content representation

This is the representation of the artifacts you want to generate, e.g., levels, quests or 
winged kittens. The content representation could be anything from an array of real 
numbers to a graph to a string. The content representation defines (and thus also 
limits) what content can be generated, and determines whether effective search is 
possible
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The third core component of the search-based approach is the design of one or more 
evaluation functions

I.e. This is a function from an artifact (an individual piece of content) to a number 
indicating the quality of the artifact. 

There are three main ways to evaluate content: directly, simulation-based and 
interactively
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The taxonomy of content evaluation expanded. See Section 4.3.1 for more details
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A graphical representation of the different ways an algorithm 
can evaluate content

•Directly (A direct mapping between content and quality; e.g. 
number of jumps in a platform game)

–Theory-driven: evaluation function is based on a theoretical 
model – e.g. Koster’s theory of fun)

–Data-driven: evaluation function is derived via gameplay (or 
other modalities of) data

•Simulation-based (An AI (maybe a human imitator) plays the 
game for a while and content is evaluated)

–Static: evaluation function does not change over time

–Dynamic: evaluation function is affected as time goes by

•Interactively (Real-time evaluation via a player (or players))

–Implicit: game behavior gives value to content (e.g. preference 
over a weapon) 

–Explicit: ask players to score content
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The following example is based on the paper: Steve Dahlskog and Julian Togelius: 
Patterns as Objectives for Level Generation. PCG Workshop 2013
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A number of generated levels with their corresponding fitness
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The Ludi game rule generator – see more details in Section 4.5.6
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The Yavalath game generated by Ludi (by Cameron Browne) – a grammar-based 
representation
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[see Section 4.3.6 for more details]

An emerging direction in PCG research is to train generators on existing content, to 
be able to produce more content of the same type and style. This is inspired by the 
recent results in deep neural networks, where network architectures such as 
generative adversarial networks and variational autoencoders have attained good 
results in learning to produce images of e.g., bedrooms, cats or faces, and also by 
earlier results where both simpler learning mechanisms such as Markov chains and 
more complex architectures such as recurrent neural networks have learned to 
produce text and music after training on some corpus.
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An example of PCGML via n-grams – see reference for further details
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An example of PCGML via neuroevolution – see reference for further details
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An example of PCGML via CNNs – see reference for further details
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An example of PCGML via LSTMs
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An example of PCGML via LSTMs
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Overview of PCGML work; see more details at Summerville et al. (2018): Procedural 
Content Generation via Machine Learning (PCGML)
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[see Section 4.4. for more details]

The generation of content algorithmically may take different roles within the domain 
of games. 
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• We identify two axes across which PCG roles can be placed: players and designers

• We envision PCG systems that consider designers while they generate content or 
they operate interdependently of designers; the same applies for players. The 
figure visualizes the key roles of PCG in games across the dimensions of designer 
initiative and player experience.

• PCG can act either autonomously or as a collaborator in the design process. We 
refer to the former role as autonomous generation and the latter role as mixed-
initiative generation. Further, we cover the experience-driven PCG role by which 
PCG algorithms consider the player experience in whatever they try to generate. 
Finally, if PCG does not consider the player as part of the generation process it 
becomes experience-agnostic.
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By viewing the dimensions (roles) of “autonomy” and “experience” from a different 
perspective we can, respectively, refer to computational game creativity and 
experience-driven PCG

In the following part we focus on the notion of computational game creativity: from 
mixed-initiative generation all the way to completely autonomous generation. 
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Refer to the cited paper for more details
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“Computational Creativity” as defined by the PROSECCO network of excellence
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“Computational Game Creativity” as defined by Liapis et al. (2014)

Games challenge and advance computational creativity (and AI at large)



[see Section 4.4.2 for further details]

We will first focus on autonomous, experience-agnostic generation and look at some 
indicative examples in the area

The role of autonomous generation is arguably the most dominant PCG role in

games.

Note the fuzzy borderline between mixed-initiative and autonomous PCG systems. It 
might be helpful, for instance, to consider autonomous PCG as the process by which 
the role of the designer starts and ends with an offline setup of the algorithm. 
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For instance, the designer is only involved in the 
parameterization of the algorithm as in the case of 
SpeedTree (IDV, 2002).



This is a Starcraft map generated autonomously via multiobjective evolution. 
Objectives included balance and symmetry. Further details can be found in the 
referenced paper
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In this work Deep Learning (stacked autoencoders) are used in combination with 
novelty search (via NEAT) to drive the generation of increasingly complex and novel 
content (spaceships in this example) in an iterative fashion. The DeLeNoX system 
realises a process named “transformational exploration”. 

The basic steps of DeLeNoX are as follows: 1) Content is generated in massive 
amounts to provide training data; 2) In the transformation phase, content is deep 
learned (unsupervised learning) resulting in compact representations of the 
generated content; 3) Such representations are used as inputs to the final layers of a 
neural network; 4) During the exploration phase, novelty search shapes 
Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) networks which provide content 
that is increasingly novel and complex as the network’s architecture grows.
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The top images display the evolution of spaceships (from left to right) whereas to 
bottom images illustrate the autoencoder feature maps constructed at each 
generation (from left to right). DeLeNoX renders its graphical output in 3D 
(spaceships on the left)
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[see Section 4.4.1 for further details]

Let us now focus on experience-agnostic, mixed-initiative generation and look at 
some indicative examples in the area
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[see Section 4.4.1 for further details]

AI-assisted game design refers to the use of AI-powered tools to support the game 
design and development process.  AI can assist in the creation of game content 
varying from levels and maps to game mechanics and narratives.

The figure illustrates the mixed-initiative spectrum between human and computer 
initiative (or creativity) across a number of mixed-initiative design tools. 

From left to right:

- Unreal development kit: mostly designer initiative but boosts creativity through 
automating interpolations, pathfinding and rendering 

- Sentient Sketchbook – active sketching of a map (more on this tool in upcoming 
slides)

- Sentient World – a few clicks only required by the designer; mixed-intitiave design 
is realised by interactive evolution (more on this tool in upcoming slides)

- SpeedTree – only a few parameters need to be instantiated by the designer; the 
tool the generates trees and vegetation autonomously
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Tanagra is an early example of mixed-initiative platformer level generation which is 
based on the design principle of rhythm. Tanagra used constraint solvers to generate 
levels; the generation process is guided through designer initiatives. Further details 
about Tanagra can be found in the referenced paper by Smith et al
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Another mixed-initiative example is Ropossum. In Ropossum the designer may select 
to design elements of Cut the Rope (Chillingo, 2010) game levels; the generation of 
the remaining elements are left to evolutionary algorithms to design.

For more details please refer to the cited paper
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Coralize is another example of constructive-based and search-based PCG approaches 
for the mixed initiative generation of corals in Unity. See the cited paper for more 
details
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[see Section 4.4.3 for further details]

Now that we have covered the experience-agnostic paradigm (either autonomous or 
mixed-initiative) we will focus on experience-driven generation and look at some 
indicative examples in the area (either autonomous or mixed-initiative).
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In a broad sense Experience-driven PCG can be viewed as the intersection of player 
modelling (Chapter 5) and PCG.
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[see Section 4.4.3 for further details]

The definition of the experience-driven procedural content generation framework. 
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This is an illustration of the affective loop as applied to games. The 3 core phases 
include: emotion elicitation, emotion detection and emotion expressions. Here are 
some reasons why games offer the best possible realization of the affective loop. 

- Emotion elicitation: games offer brilliant contextual building blocks for eliciting 
emotion as stimuli are variant and come from different sources such as images, 
sounds, stories etc.

- Emotion Detection: users of games (players) are generally more that willing to 
provide more input of multimodal nature (via sensors) as long as that would lead
to enhanced experience. In a sense, players are the best possible users for 
affective computing and multimodal interaction studies

- Emotion Adaptation: 

- Users voluntarily go through a spectrum of experiences during play: these 
vary from the very positive to the very negative ones

- Affective experiences in games are affected by players! As a result a player 
is used to and largely open to affect-based adaptation! 

EDPCG realises the game affective loop by offering content that is 
“appropriate” (based on experience heuristics) for players. EDPCG is a 
content-based formalization of the game affective loop.
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As EDPCG entails and considers experiences of players we first need to define what 
“player experience” is.
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The framework comprises of four key components which will look in further detail. 
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Since games are composed by game content that, when played by a particular player, 
elicits experience patterns, one needs to assess the quality of the content generated 
(linked to the experience of the player), search through the available content, and 
generate content that optimizes the experience for the player.
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Player experience modeling: player experience is modeled as a function of game 
content and player.
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There are three data types considered mainly for the construction of a player 
experience model

See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). Experience-driven 
procedural content generation. Affective Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-
161.”
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See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). Experience-driven 
procedural content generation. Affective Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-
161.”
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Content quality: the quality of the generated content is assessed and linked to the 
modeled experience
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•Directly (A direct mapping between content and quality; e.g. 
number of jumps in a platform game)

–Theory-driven: evaluation function is based on a theoretical 
model – e.g. Koster’s theory of fun)

–Data-driven: evaluation function is derived via gameplay (or 
other modalities of) data

•Simulation-based (An AI (maybe a human imitator) plays the 
game for a while and content is evaluated)

–Static: evaluation function does not change over time

–Dynamic: evaluation function is affected as time goes by

•Interactively (Real-time evaluation via a player (or players))

–Implicit: game behavior gives value to content (e.g. preference 
over a weapon) 

–Explicit: ask players to score content

See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). 
Experience-driven procedural content generation. Affective 
Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-161.”
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•Directly (A direct mapping between content and quality; e.g. 
number of jumps in a platform game)

–Theory-driven: evaluation function is based on a theoretical 
model – e.g. Koster’s theory of fun)

–Data-driven: evaluation function is derived via gameplay (or 
other modalities of) data

•Simulation-based (An AI (maybe a human imitator) plays the 
game for a while and content is evaluated)

–Static: evaluation function does not change over time

–Dynamic: evaluation function is affected as time goes by

•Interactively (Real-time evaluation via a player (or players))

–Implicit: game behavior gives value to content (e.g. preference 
over a weapon) 

–Explicit: ask players to score content

See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). 
Experience-driven procedural content generation. Affective 
Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-161.”
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Content representation: content is represented accordingly to maximize search 
efficacy and robustness
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Here is an example of the different ways we could represent an apartment: all the 
way from very direct to very indirect approaches

In particular, the two ends of the content representation spectrum:

- Grid: costly but ultimate levels of control over the generated content 

- Random seed: minimum cost but minimum control too

See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). Experience-driven 
procedural content generation. Affective Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-
161.”
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Content generator: the generator searches through the generative space for content 
that optimizes the experience for the player according to the acquired model.
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Theoretically EDPCG maintains a mapping between experience (e.g. frustration in the 
graph), content (e.g. a map in the example graph) and manifestations of player 
behaviour (e.g. Georgios in the graph). Given that such a mapping exists any 
optimization method would be able to alter content parameters in order to optimize 
particular experiences for particular players, thereby personalising the interaction via 
content generation. 

See more details at “Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2011). Experience-driven 
procedural content generation. Affective Computing, IEEE Transactions on, 2(3), 147-
161.”
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For more details see 

Shaker, N., Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2010, October). Towards Automatic 
Personalized Content Generation for Platform Games. In AIIDE.
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For more details see 

Shaker, N., Yannakakis, G. N., & Togelius, J. (2010, October). Towards Automatic 
Personalized Content Generation for Platform Games. In AIIDE.
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Sonancia co-creates levels and sounds based on a tension curve provided by the 
designer. See referenced paper for more details. See also 
http://www.autogamedesign.eu/sonancia for videos and more papers.
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• Village Voices (Best Learning Game 2013, European Serious Games Awards) is a 
game for teaching conflict resolution. It takes place in multiplayer setting in a 
medieval village

• The game puts players in conflict quests they have to resolve

• Players learn to resolve conflict collaboratively as that improve their status in the 
village and the relationship with the other villagers

• The game adapts /generates quests and events with the aim to maintain the 
conflict of the levels in appropriate levels (by escalating / de-escalating conflict)

Khaled and Yannakakis “Village Voices: An adaptive game for conflict resolution”, in 
Proc. of FDG, pp. 425-426
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Sentient World hybridizes artificial (interactive) evolution and gradient search 
(backpropagation) to generate and recommend content during  a map design 
process. The tool allows the designer to draw a rough terrain sketch, adding extra 
levels of detail through stochastic and gradient search. Novelty search generates a 
number of dissimilar artificial neural networks that are trained to approximate a 
designer’s sketch and provide maps of higher resolution back to the designer. As the 
procedurally generated maps are presented to the designer (to accept, reject, or edit) 
the terrain sketches are iteratively refined into complete high resolution maps which 
may diverge from initial designer concepts. The tool supports designer creativity 
while conforming to designer intentions, and maintains constant designer control 
through the map selection and map editing options. Results obtained on a number of 
test maps show that novelty search is beneficial for introducing divergent content to 
the designer without reducing the speed of iterative map refinement.

For more details please refer to the cited paper
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This slide introduces the idea of constraining novelty search for the purpose of 
generating both novel and valuable (feasible) content in games. One way to constrain 
novelty search is to integrate it within a feasible-infeasible 2-population genetic 
algorithms (FI-2pop GA). Further details about the algorithm can be found in 

Liapis, Yannakakis and Togelius, Constrained Novelty Search: A Study on Game 
Content Generation, Evolutionary Computation, 21(1), 2015, pp. 101-129 
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A graphical representation of how the introduced constrained novelty search 
algorithms (FINS and FI2NS) operate in a hypothetical feasible-infeasible search 
space. For more details please refer to the cited paper above.
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Constrained Novelty Search is a useful method for mixed-initiative PCG as it generates 
content that is appropriate for the task (within constraints) and also generates 
content that is novel thereby pushing the boundaries of the designer’s creativity. The 
method has been used in the Sentient Sketchbook mixed-initiative tool which is 
presented here. For more details please refer to the cited paper.
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This is a video demonstration of the Sentient Sketchbook mixed-initiative tool. For 
more details about the tool please refer to the cited paper above
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[See Section 4.5 for more details]

In the last part of this presentation we briefly outline the possible content types that 
a PCG algorithm can generate in a game. 
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[Reminder slide: see Section 1.3.5.2 for more details]

Generally speaking Liapis et al. identified six creative domains (or else facets) within 
games that we will follow for our discussion in this section. These include level 
architecture (design), audio, visuals, rules (game design), narrative, and gameplay. In 
this chapter we will cover the first five facets and we purposely exclude the gameplay 
facet. Creative gameplay is directly associated

with play and as such is covered in Chapter 3.

In the next slides we will see some indicative examples on each of the creative facets 
within games. 
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[See Section 4.5.2 for more details]

Games are, by definition, visual media unless the game is designed explicitly to not 
have visuals—e.g., the Real Sound: Kaze no Regret (Sega, 1997) adventure audio

game. The visual information displayed on the screen conveys messages to the player 
which are dependent on the graphical style, color palette and visual texture. Visuals 
in games can vary from simple abstract and pixelized representations as the 8-bit art 
of early arcade games, to caricaturized visuals as in Limbo (Playdead, 2010), to 
photorealistic graphics as in the FIFA series (EA Sports, 1993).

Image: Impressionism Neural Style Transfer that redraws key scenes in the short-
movie Come Swim (dir. Kristen Stewart)
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[See Section 4.5.3 for more details]

Even though audio can be seen as optional content it can affect the player directly 
and its impact on player experience is apparent in most games . Audio in games has 
reached a great level of maturity as demonstrated by BAFTA Game Awards and MTV 
video music awards for best video game soundtrack. The audio types one meets in 
games may vary from fully orchestrated soundtrack (background) music, as in Skyrim 
(Bethesda, 2011), to sound effects, as the dying or pellet-eating sounds of Pac-Man 
(Namco, 1980), to the voice-acted sounds of Fallout 3 (Bethesda, 2008).

A notable example of adaptive music creation  in games is the work of Brown (see 
video and refer to the cited article for more details)
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[See Section 4.5.4 for more details]

Many successful games are relying heavily on their narratives; the clear distinction however, 
between such narratives and traditional stories is the interactivity element that is offered by 
games. The study of computational (or procedural) narrative focuses on the representational and 
generational aspects of stories as those can be told via a game. Stories can play an essential part 
in creating the aesthetics of a game which, in turn, can impact affective and cognitive aspects of 
the playing experience. In terms of procedurally generated narrative, planning approaches target 
typicality as in the case of Facade (see screenshot) which tries to tell a story of a couple having 
marriage problems.



Another game narrative example: Orkin and Roy (2007) use a lexicon of actions and 
utterances from data of over 5000 players in a simple restaurant game to train virtual 
agents’ verbal responses based on N-grams; 
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[see Chapter 3 for more details]

Game exploits: Creative gameplay can also be found when the players discover bugs in the game 
and exploit them to their advantage, such as placing a bucket on the head of an NPC in Skyrim
and robbing them blind. 
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There is also freeform/subversive gameplay, which is about playing the game completely 
disregarding the game's intentions, such as proposing in Minecraft. Imagine computational 
gamers doing that? Wouldn’t that be considered creative?
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There is obviously a lot of work on AI agent control in games. EC is particularly interesting as it is 
prone to find bugs in the game and exploit them. 

Creative gameplay example: In FIFA the evolutionary algorithm found that the best way to score a 
goal was by forcing a penalty kick. For more details please refer to the cited paper



Another creative gameplay example: Pac-man game interestingness: Ghosts are 
interesting if they are 1) Challenging, 2) Diverse and 3) Spatially Curious 

See cited paper from more details
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[see Section 4.5.5 for more details; See also earlier slides of this deck - this is a reminder slide 
about Yavalath and Ludi]

The game rules frame the playing experience by providing the conditions of play—for instance, 
winning and losing conditions—and the actions available to the player (game mechanics). Rules 
constitute necessary content as they are in a sense the core of any game, and a game’s rules 
pervade it.

In terms of Procedural Generation of Rules, perhaps the most successful work is that of Cameron 
Browne where the computer generates the layout and rules of complete board games. Here we 
see Yavalath, a commercially available game generated entirely by a computer (including its 
name). Yavalath has been ranked within the top #100 abstract board games ever!

Top figure: the evolved grammar that represents the Yavalath game (hex tiling of size 5) and its 
simple rules: 
- Lose: 3 tokens in a row
- Win: 4 tokens in a row
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[See section 4.5.1 for more details]

The generation of levels is by far the most popular use of PCG in games. Levels can be viewed as 
necessary content since every game has some form of spatial representation or virtual world 
within which the player can perform a set of actions. The properties of the game level, in 
conjunction with the game rules, frame the ways a player can interact with the world and 
determine how the player can progress from one point in the game to another. The game’s level 
design contributes to the challenges a player faces during the game. While games would often 
have a fixed set of mechanics throughout, the way a level is designed can influence the gameplay 
and the degree of game challenge. For that reason, a number of researchers have argued that 
levels coupled with game rules define the absolutely necessary building blocks of any game; in 
that regard the remaining facets covered below are optional. The variations of possible level 
designs are endless: a level representation can vary from simple two-dimensional illustrations of 
platforms and coins—as in the Super Mario Bros (Nintendo, 1985) series—to the constrained 2D 
space of Candy Crush Saga (King, 2012), to the three-dimensional and large urban spaces of 
Assassin’s Creed (Ubisoft, 2007) and Call of Duty (Infinity Ward, 2003), to the 2D elaborated 
structures of Angry Birds (Rovio, 2009), to the voxel-based open gameworld of Minecraft (Mojang
2011).

Image: PCG for levels to generate dungeons as in Diablo
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[see Section 4.5.6 for more details]

Game generation refers to the use of PCG algorithms for computationally designing new 
complete games. The vast majority of PCG studies so far, however, have been very specific to a 
particular game facet or domain. It is, for instance, either a level that is generated or the audio for 
some level but rarely both. Meanwhile it is surprising to think that the relationship between the 
different facets is naturally interwoven. A characteristic example of the interwoven nature among 
game facets: player actions—viewed as a manifestation of game rules—are

usually accompanied by corresponding sound effects such as the sound of Mario jumping in 
Super Mario Bros (Nintendo, 1985). Now let us think of a PCG algorithm that introduces a new 
rule to the game—hence a new player action. The algorithm automatically constrains the sound 
effects that can be associated to this new action based on a number of factors such as the 
action’s duration, purpose and overall contribution to the game plot. Actions and sounds appear 
to have a cause and effect (or hierarchical) relationship and a PCG algorithm would naturally 
prioritize the creation of the action before it generates its sound. Most relationships between 
facets, however, are not strictly hierarchical or unidirectional. For example, a game

level can be successful because of a memorable landmark as much as the gameplay it affords. 
Similarly, the narrative of a game relies on a multitude of factors including the camera placement 
as well as the visuals and the sounds.

Orchestration of creative domains is the process of meaningfully generating content together 
(top-down – to free-form)
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An example of an attempt towards complete game generation: ANGELINA’s Puzzling Present 
game. The game features an invert gravity mechanic that allows a player to overcome the high 
obstacle on the left and complete the level. Image obtained with permission from 
http://www.gamesbyangelina.org/



Beyond novelty search as a means of generating novel content Gravina et al were 
inspired by the self-surprise mechanism of humans during creative problem solving.
They created a computational model of surprise which can drive evolutionary search 
with the aim to both solve problems unconventionally and generate unexpected 
content in games.

Surprise search maintains a predictive model (m) of where search (iin the behavioural 
space) is expected to be and rewards behaviors that deviate from this prediction 
(surprise score s). To predict future behaviours surprise search considers h 
generations in the past.

Further details on surprise search can be found in the referenced paper.
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An application of constrained surprise search is on weapon generation in Unreal 
Tournament 2004. As in constrained novelty search the FI-2pop algorithm is used to 
constrain surprise search. A number of weapon parameters are generated so as to 
satisfy particular constraints (e.g. balance) while maximizing the surprise score. The 
outcomes are both useful for designers (i.e. balanced weapons) and surprising at the 
same time. For more details refer to the cited paper.
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Another example of game orchestration is AudioinSpace – the game fuses visuals and 
audio generation. For more details please refer to the cited paper
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A convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture used for fusing levels and 
weapons in first-person shooters. The network is trained to predict whether a 
combination of a level and a weapon would yield a balanced game or not. The CNN 
can be used to orchestrate the generation of a balanced level given a particular 
weapon and vice versa. Please refer to the cited paper for more details.
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[See Section 4.6 for more details]

Creating a generator is one thing; evaluating it is another. Regardless of the method 
followed all generators shall be evaluated on their ability to achieve the desired goals 
of the designer. Arguably, the generation of any content is trivial; the generation of 
valuable content for the task at hand, on the other hand, is a rather challenging 
procedure. (One may claim, however, that the very process of generating valuable 
content is also, by itself, trivial as one can design a generator that returns a random 
sample of hand-crafted masterpieces.) Further, it is more challenging to generate 
content that is not only valuable but is also novel or even inspiring.
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[See Section 4.6.3 for more details]

Figure: The expressive range of the Ropossum level generator for the metrics of 
linearity and density.

For more details see: Mohammad Shaker, Mhd Hasan Sarhan, Ola Al Naameh, Noor 
Shaker, and Julian Togelius. Automatic generation and analysis of physics-based 
puzzle games. In Computational Intelligence in Games (CIG), 2013 IEEE Conference 
on. IEEE, 2013. 
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